
A Maku Kitchen is the functioning heart of a home, 

it adjusts itself to fit into new food trends, an oven, 

a stove, a pot, a pan, a table or a garden.

Welcome to the kitchen!
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The high-quality and versatile range of kitchen 

products serves beginners as well as passionate 

home cooks. Each Maku product is designed to make 

cooking and baking easier and more inspiring.

Cooking and baking



Te cumet, et modi a iunti atet minctiorit 

la cus esto excesectur? Icide ma anis aut 

fugiam rem unturio dolore dolorporrum 

eicabor iscium intur aut qui rem culpa 

sinihic iisquis repero ommoluptusae modit, 

conserf erehend eliquat quaecus veliqua 

tureic toriam, sition cum.

Storage and organizing

When goods and foodstuffs are organised and stored appropriately, 

time is not wasted searching, waste is reduced and time and energy 

are left to the essentials. A cosy, clean and practical kitchen is 

where everyday life runs smoothly, celebrations are created and 

unforgettable taste memories are made.
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Cooking and baking



The table setting is like the first chapter of a story - it’s about 

anticipation and promise. Elegant tableware and carefully 

chosen details not only make the food more appealing, they 

invite you to sit down and spend time together.
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Table setting and serving Robuste
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Table setting and serving Robuste
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White porcelain, stripedWhite porcelain
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Green stonewareTones
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Green stonewareTones

632480

632488632490

632484
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303067305118

310196

310197310200

310201

332044

332050

270708

Dining and serving equipment Glasses and willow trays
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296884

296885 296886

296887

297143 297145

Dining and serving equipment Glasses and willow trays
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tammerbrands.fi

makukitchen.com

http://tammerbrands.fi
http://makukitchen.com

